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Abstract

Von Willebrand disease (VWD) is a common hereditary bleeding disorder, inherited either as an autosomal dominant or recessive trait. It is caused by a quantitative and/ or qualitative defect in the Von Willebrand Factor (VWF) which plays two critical roles in hemostasis i.e., platelet adhesion and aggregation to damaged endothelium, and also as a carrier for Factor VIII (FVIII) molecule which stabilizes FVIII in the circulation. It is a highly heterogeneous disease with bleeding ranging from mild bleeding tendencies to severe life threatening hemorrhage. Patients are classified as type 1, type 2 and type 3, depending on the qualitative and quantitative defects in VWF antigen. Type 3 i.e., severe VWD has been reported to be the most prevalent subtype in Indian population due to two reasons i.e., higher degree of consanguinity in certain parts of the country and the fact that it is a hospital prevalence data and only patients with severe manifestations present themselves in the hospital. The most common bleeding symptoms in VWD reflect the characteristic defect in platelet adhesion and mucocutaneous bleeding especially epistaxis, gum bleeding, menorrhagia and ecchymoses. Bleeding symptoms are of mild to moderate severity for patients with type 1 and few variants of type 2 VWD. However, life-threatening bleeding (Central nervous system, gastrointestinal bleed) can occur in type 3 and type 2 VWD patients, and rarely in type 1 VWD patients. Uncommon bleeding manifestations, such as hemarthrosis, and muscle haematomas are more common in severe deficiency, especially those who have type 3 VWD. Diagnosis, genetic counseling, carrier and antenatal diagnosis plays an important role in the comprehensive management of these cases.
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Introduction

Von Willebrand disease (VWD) is the common autosomal bleeding disorder caused by a quantitative and/ or qualitative defect in the Von Willebrand Factor (VWF), a large multimeric multifunctional plasma glycoprotein which plays a critical role in hemostasis. It is essential for platelet adhesion to damaged endothelium as well as platelet interactions at high shear stress. VWF has a direct role in thrombin and fibrin generation by acting as a carrier molecule for the cofactor FVIII [1].

The human VWF gene is located on the short arm of chromosome 12 and spans approximately 178 Kb, comprising of 52 exons [2]. The mRNA has a length of 8.7 kb coding for precursor protein of 2813 amino acids (aa) that includes a 22 aa signal peptide, a propeptide of 741 aa and a mature subunit of 2050 aa. A partial unprocessed Pseudogene (VWFP) spanning to exon 23-34 has been localized on chromosome 22q11.22-q11.23 with 97% homology which makes it difficult to detect mutations in these regions [3].

VWD encompasses a wide spectrum of bleeding disorders with severity ranging from moderate bleeding tendency to severe life threatening hemorrhage, estimated to affect approximately 0.5-1.6% of the population in the western countries. Patients with type 1 VWD present with mild bleeding tendency while type 2 present with mild bleeding tendency. However, the study of prevalence at this at NIH, Mumbai, tertiary care center suggests 10.8% of the patients with inherited bleeding disorder have VWD with most prevalent subtype as type 3 i.e., 60% followed by type 2 (19%) and 18% of type 1 may be due to hospital based data [4]. Patients are underdiagnosed due to the paucity of diagnostic facilities and unawareness of the disease entity in our country.

Discovery and Identification of VWD

In 1926, Dr. Erik von Willebrand of Helsinki reported in the literature several families who had, what he called hereditary pseudohemophilia. His first case, a 5-year-old girl, Hjordis S., from Aland Islands who had bleeding symptoms was brought to Deaconess Hospital in Helsinki, Finland, in 1924 to be seen by Dr. Erik von Willebrand [5]. Both her parents had nose bleed and 11 siblings had bleeding symptoms. During her fourth menstrual period at the age of 13, Hjordis bled to death, similar to her four sisters who died of bleeding from the nose, wounds and/or the intestinal canal. He assessed 66 members of her family and reported in 1926 that this was a previously undescribed bleeding disorder that differed from hemophilia and exhibited i. mucocutaneous bleeding rather than hemorrhosis or deep vessel hemorrhage, ii. Autosomal inheritance rather than being linked to the X chromosome, iii. prolonged bleeding times by the Duke method, and iv. Normal clotting time. A similar bleeding disorder was reported four American groups [6].

It was observed that infusion of human fraction 1-0 (purified fraction of Cohn- I) corrected both the plasma deficiency of antihemophilic factor (FVIII) and the prolonged bleeding time in such patients. Thus in 1950s, it became clear that a "plasma factor," (FVIII), was decreased in these patients and, the new factor causing the long bleeding time was called "von Willebrand factor". During the development of immunoassays, patients with VWD (in contrast to those who had Hemophilia A) were found to have reduced "FVIII-related antigen"
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modification prior to secretion, which results in the formation of highly acid mature subunit. Pro-VWF undergoes extensive post translational acid signal peptide, a 741-amino acid propeptide, and a 2050- amino pro-VWF) with a mass of 350,000 daltons that contains a 22-amino acid sequence. Studies have shown that VWF mRNA was about 9 kb (Table 2).

The von Willebrand factor gene (178 kb) is located on chromosome 12 and comprises 52 exons. The primary structure of VWF has been determined both by direct amino acid sequence analysis and from the corresponding cDNA [12]. VWF has been cloned from endothelial cell cDNA libraries. Northern blotting analysis of endothelial cell RNA showed that VWF mRNA was about 9 kb (Table 2).

The VWF mRNA encodes a 2813-amino acid precursor (named pre-pro-VWF) with a mass of 500,000 daltons that contains a 22-amino acid signal peptide, a 741-amino acid propeptide, and a 2050- amino acid mature subunit. Pro-VWF undergoes post translational modification prior to secretion, which results in the formation of highly glycosylated, high molecular-weight multimer. Propeptide cleavage to yield the mature subunit with the formation of multimers ranging in size from the 500,000-dalton dimer to species of 210 million Daltons [13]. Over 90% of the pre-pro-VWF contains 4 types of repeating (2-5 copies) domains A to D arranged in order-

**D**1**D**2**D**3**A**1**A**2**A**3**D**4**C**1**C**2**C**3**C**4**C**5**C**6**C**K

Two collagen-binding sites have been located on the mature VWF subunit [15,16]. The corresponding VWF fragments show structural homology and bind fibrillar collagen only in their native state-not when reduced and alkylated. There may be a third binding site for collagen, located on the propolypeptide, although in contrast to mature VWF, the propolypeptide is not detected in collagen-containing extracellular matrices [17]. Two heparin-binding sites were identified on the mature VWF subunit.

VWF is a protein that is assembled from identical subunits into linear strings of varying size referred to as multimers. These multimers can range from 0.5 to more than 20 million daltons in mass and ~2 micrometers in length. Electron microscopic structure of VWF multimers after rotary shadowing appears as unbranched, loosely coiled, or extended thin strands [18]. The extended molecules are 1-3 µm long, a size approaching the diameter of a platelet and greatly surpassing the length of a fibronectin or fibrinogen molecule. The complex cellular processing consists of dimerization in the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER), glycosylation in the ER and Golgi, multimerization in the Golgi, and packaging into storage granules. The latter two Scientific processes are under the control of the VWF propeptide (VWF pp), which is cleaved from VWF at the time of storage.

The electron micrographs of VWF multimers show that the subunits are organized in a head-to-head and tail-to-tail fashion and that the molecules are composed of globular regions connected by thin flexible rods. Circular dichroism studies of the multimers have demonstrated regions rich in IX helix and f3 pleated sheet structure, as well as a high percentage of random coil configurations.

**Structure of VWF protein**

The von Willebrand factor gene (178 kb) is located on chromosome 12 and comprises 52 exons. The primary structure of VWF has been determined both by direct amino acid sequence analysis and from the corresponding cDNA [12]. VWF has been cloned from endothelial cell cDNA libraries. Northern blotting analysis of endothelial cell RNA showed that VWF mRNA was about 9 kb (Table 2).

The VWF mRNA encodes a 2813-amino acid precursor (named pre-pro-VWF) with a mass of 350,000 daltons that contains a 22-amino acid signal peptide, a 741-amino acid propeptide, and a 2050- amino acid mature subunit. Pro-VWF undergoes post translational modification prior to secretion, which results in the formation of highly glycosylated, high molecular-weight multimer. Propeptide cleavage to yield the mature subunit with the formation of multimers ranging in size from the 500,000-dalton dimer to species of 210 million Daltons [13]. Several functional domains have been identified on the pro-VWF subunit [14]. Over 90% of the pre-pro-VWF contains 4 types of repeating (2-5 copies) domains A to D arranged in order-

**D**1**D**2**D**3**A**1**A**2**A**3**D**4**C**1**C**2**C**3**C**4**C**5**C**6**C**K

Two collagen-binding sites have been located on the mature VWF subunit [15,16]. The corresponding VWF fragments show structural homology and bind fibrillar collagen only in their native state-not when reduced and alkylated. There may be a third binding site for collagen, located on the propolypeptide, although in contrast to mature VWF, the propolypeptide is not detected in collagen-containing extracellular matrices [17]. Two heparin-binding sites were identified on the mature VWF subunit.

VWF is a protein that is assembled from identical subunits into linear strings of varying size referred to as multimers. These multimers can range from 0.5 to more than 20 million daltons in mass and ~2 micrometers in length. Electron microscopic structure of VWF multimers after rotary shadowing appears as unbranched, loosely coiled, or extended thin strands [18]. The extended molecules are 1-3 µm long, a size approaching the diameter of a platelet and greatly surpassing the length of a fibronectin or fibrinogen molecule. The complex cellular processing consists of dimerization in the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER), glycosylation in the ER and Golgi, multimerization in the Golgi, and packaging into storage granules. The latter two Scientific processes are under the control of the VWF propeptide (VWF pp), which is cleaved from VWF at the time of storage.

The electron micrographs of VWF multimers show that the subunits are organized in a head-to-head and tail-to-tail fashion and that the molecules are composed of globular regions connected by thin flexible rods. Circular dichroism studies of the multimers have demonstrated regions rich in IX helix and f3 pleated sheet structure, as well as a high percentage of random coil configurations.

**Table 2: Spectrum of VWD in India.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Inherited bleeding disorder (Total No.)</th>
<th>VWD No. (%)</th>
<th>Type 1 No (% )</th>
<th>Type 2 No. (%)</th>
<th>Type 3 No. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gupta, et al.</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>64(28.6)</td>
<td>14(21.9)</td>
<td>28(43.7)</td>
<td>21(32.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad, et al.</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>136(8.6)</td>
<td>29(21.3)</td>
<td>73(53.6)</td>
<td>33(24.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumar, et al.</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>40(17.3)</td>
<td>17(42.5)</td>
<td>11(27.5)</td>
<td>12(30.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trasi, et al.</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>81(9.8)</td>
<td>15(18.5)</td>
<td>16(19.7)</td>
<td>50(61.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Frequency of different sub types of VWD obtained from various studies.
2. High content of Cys residues (8.3%) involved in intra and inter-chain disulphide bonds.

3. Two remarkable disulphide in the N terminal region of the molecule, consisting of 30 cysteines between residues 283 and 695; and the other in the C terminal region has 18 Cys residues between 1908 and 2050 of which only a limited number are important in formation of the subunit dimers [19]. There are no detectable free sulphydryl groups in the VWF, all cysteine residues thus being paired by inter or intra molecular bonds.

4. The presence of 18% Carbohydrates with 12 N-linked and 10 O-linked glycosylation sites probably has a functional significance as they are easily accessible to specific ligands and can undergo conformational changes.

The A domains of VWF appear to be homologous to domains found in several other proteins such as complement factors B (20-24% homology) and C2, chicken cartilage matrix protein, collagen type VI, and the α chains of the leucocyte adhesion molecules Mac-I, p 150, 95, and LFA-1. A strong similarity between short segments in domains C1 and C2 to a sequence in thrombospondin was found, but the segments are too short (10 amino acids) to conclude that the proteins are homologous. Interestingly, the same VWF regions (residues 1179-1237 and 1330-1397) are related to two segments in the Dictyostelium discoideum prestalk D11 protein and are included in a larger region of about 70 amino acids, which has the same 9 cysteine positions as found in the corresponding thrombospondin domain and is also present in procollagen types I and III [20]. The D domains of VWF show homologies to both invertebrate and vertebrate vitellogenins. The biological significance of the homologies and similarities of VWF to other proteins described above is not known. These may have arisen by repeated gene segment duplication and exon shuffling.

**Genetics of VWD**

The molecular and cellular studies have defined hemophilia A and VWD more precisely in late 1980s. Severe VWD patients were found to have a normal FVIII gene on the X chromosome, and an abnormal VWF gene on chromosome 12. The VWF gene has been localized to chromosome 12 [2,11], and a partial pseudogene i.e. VWFP has been identified on chromosome 22. The gene is 178 kb in length and contains 52 exons. The signal peptide and propolypeptide are encoded by 17 exons, and the mature subunit and 3' noncoding region are encoded by the remaining 35 exons. Segments that encode homologous domains have similar exonic structures, consistent with their evolution by gene segment duplication [3].

**Classification and Molecular pathology of VWD**

VWD is classified on the basis of criteria developed by the VWF Subcommittee of the ISTH, first published in 1994 and revised in 2006 [21,22]. The previous classification restricted VWD to mutations within the VWF gene but this criterion has been dropped from the 2006 classification as only a small fraction of patients can be practically verified. The classification emphasizes the VWF protein phenotype of the patient but is independent on genotypic data, because protein characteristics are accessible through commonly available laboratory tests, whereas the underlying genetic defects are not. Some VWF gene mutations, alone or in combination, have complex effects and give rise to mixed VWD phenotypes.

VWD is classified into three major categories: partial quantitative deficiency (type 1), qualitative deficiency (type 2), and total deficiency (type 3). There are two major levels of classification: primary (1, 2, 3) and secondary (A, B, M, N). Type 2 VWD is divided further into four variants (2A, 2B, 2M, 2N) on the basis of details of the phenotype. Before the publication of the revised classification of VWD, VWD subtypes were classified using Roman numerals (types I, II, and III), generally corresponding to types 1, 2, and 3 in the 1994 classification, and within type II several subtypes existed (designated by adding sequential letters of the alphabet; i.e., II-A through II-I). Most of the latter VWD variants were amalgamated as type 2A in the 1994 classification, with the exception of type 2B (formerly II-B) for which a separate new classification was created and a new subtype (2M) was created to include variants with decreased platelet dependent function (VWF :RCo) but no significant decrease of higher molecular weight VWF multimers.

Presences of excess of ultralarge multimers are known to be prothrombotic in nature. These are secreted by endothelial cells and remain adhered to platelets until cleavage by ADAMTS-13. As such, ADAMTS-13-deficient congenital and autoantibody-mediated Thrombotic Thrombocytopenic Purpura (TTP), there is reduced cleavage of ultra large VWF multimers.

**Type 1 VWD:** Type 1 VWD refers to partial quantitative deficiency of VWF. The plasma VWF levels in type 1 VWD are low, and the remaining VWF mediates normal platelet adhesion and FVIII binding. Laboratory evaluation shows concordant decreases in VWF protein concentration (VWF: Ag) and assays of VWF function (VWF: RCo) with no significant decrease in large VWF multimers. Usually, in type 1 VWD, the FVIII/VWF: Ag ratio is 1.5-2.0. In type 1 VWD patients, this results in FVIII being normal, or mildly decreased, and not reduced as much as the VWF. Plasma VWF may contain mutant subunits, but has normal functional activity relative to antigen level. Reduced secretion in type 1VWD might be caused by VWF mutations affecting gene expression; particularly severe, highly penetrant forms of type 1 VWD may be caused by dominant VWF mutations that interfere with the intracellular transport of dimeric proVWF or that promote the rapid clearance of VWF from the circulation [23]. Patient who have such mutations usually have VWF levels <20 IU/dl. Mutations have been identified in 60-65% of individuals with type 1 VWD [24].

Classification of VWD Vicenza as type 1 or type 2M has been controversial VWD Vicenza is characterized by VWF: Ag levels of 6-12 IU/dl, normal platelet VWF, and ultra-large plasma VWF multimers [25,26]. VWD Vicenza may be an extreme example of increased VWF clearance. The VWF level is measurable, whereas the levels of VWF: RCo and VWF: Ag are decreased proportionately. Therefore, this variant is classified under VWD type 1.

VWD Vicenza is caused by the heterozygous mutation Arg1205His in the D3 domain. Expression studies suggest efficient secretion, low VWF concentration and ultra-large multimers in patient plasma that do not reflect a biosynthetic defect but reduction in half life (4.4 fold) after desmopressin when compared with healthy controls. Rapid clearance decreases the time during which a large, circulating VWF multimer can be cleaved by ADAMTS-13. Consequently, increased clearance should shift the plasma VWF multimer distribution toward that secreted initially from endothelial cells. Under these conditions, plasma VWF should include ultra-large species and show relatively little subunit proteolysis, and both features are characteristic of VWD Vicenza [26].

Increased susceptibility of VWF to proteolytic cleavage may also modulate the severity of VWD type 1. The substitution Tyr1584Cys slightly increases the susceptibility of VWF to cleavage by ADAMTS-13, which may impair platelet plug formation with no reduction in
intravascular survival of VWF. This has been identified in 3-25% of patients with VWD type 1, compared with less than 2% of healthy controls [27]. The Tyr1584Cys mutation is associated weakly, which is consistent with increased intracellular retention of the recombinant 1584Cys variant. The 1584Cys variant does not co-segregate consistently with a low VWF level or with bleeding symptoms in affected families, suggesting that it is a relatively modest risk factor for VWD type 1. It is clear that several distinct mechanisms can cause VWD type 1, and some can be distinguished by suitable testing. For example, variants associated with rapid clearance may be identified by the characteristic response to a test dose of desmopressin. The clinical significance of this heterogeneity is under investigation, which could lead to changes in the classification of VWD.

**Type 2 VWD:** VWD type 2 includes qualitative defects of VWF. VWD type 2 is subdivided based on specific functional and structural defects that impair platelet adhesion or FVIII binding. Bleeding symptoms in type 2 VWD are often thought to be more severe than in type 1 VWD.

**Type 2A VWD:** Refers to qualitative variants in which VWF-dependent platelet adhesion is decreased because the proportion of large VWF multimers is decreased. Levels of VWF: Ag and FVIII may be normal or modestly decreased, but VWF function is abnormal as shown by markedly decreased VWF: RCo. Type 2A VWD may be caused by mutations that interfere with the assembly or secretion of large multimers or by mutations that increase the susceptibility of VWF multimers to proteolytic degradation in the circulation. The deficit of large multimers predisposes persons to bleed [28].

At present, the discrimination between type 2A variants requires high-resolution multimer gel electrophoresis or gene sequencing, and these techniques are not widely available.

The location of type 2A VWD mutations sometimes can be inferred from high-resolution VWF multimer gels. For example, mutations that primarily reduce multimer assembly lead to the secretion of multimers that are too small to engage platelets effectively and therefore are relatively resistant to proteolysis by ADAMTS13. Homozygous mutations in the propeptide impair multimer assembly in the Golgi and cause type 2A VWD. Mutations in domain A2 also can impair multimer assembly, but these mutations often also produce an indistinct or “smear” multimer pattern referred to as “type IIE.” In contrast to mutations that primarily affect multimer assembly, mutations within or near the A2 domain of VWF cause type 2A VWD that is associated with markedly increased proteolysis of the VWF subunits. These mutations apparently interfere with the folding of the A2 domain and make the Tyr1605-Met1606 bond accessible to VWF subunits. These mutations apparently interfere with the folding of the A2 domain and make the Tyr1605-Met1606 bond accessible to ADAMTS13 even in the absence of increased fluid shear stress. Two subgroups of this pattern have been distinguished: group I mutations enhance proteolysis by ADAMTS13 and also impair multimer assembly, whereas group II mutations enhance proteolysis without decreasing the assembly of large VWF multimers. Computer modeling of domain A2 suggests that group I mutations affect both assembly and proteolysis, because group I mutations have a more disruptive effect on the folding of domain A2 than do group II mutations [30].

**Type 2B VWD:** Includes qualitative variants with increased affinity for platelet GPIb. This type is characterized by increased ristocetin-induced platelet aggregation (RIPA) at low concentrations of ristocetin, because of enhanced interaction of the mutant VWF with platelet GPIb. RIPA is caused by mutations that pathologically increase platelet-VWF binding, which leads to the proteolytic degradation and depletion of large, functional VWF multimers. Circulating platelets also are coated with mutant VWF, which may prevent the platelets from adhering at sites of injury [31].

Although laboratory results for type 2B VWD may be similar to those in type 2A or type 2M VWD, patients who have type 2B VWD typically have thrombocytopenia that is exacerbated by surgery, pregnancy, or other stress. The thrombocytopenia probably is caused by reversible sequestration of VWF -platelet aggregates in the microcirculation. These aggregates are dissolved by the action of ADAMTS13 on VWF, causing the characteristic decrease of large VWF multimers and the prominent satellite banding pattern that indicates increased proteolytic degradation [32]. The diagnosis of type 2B VWD depends on finding abnormally increased Ristocetin Induced Platelet Aggregation (RIPA) at low concentrations of ristocetin.

**Type 2M VWD:** “M” represents “multimer.” Type 2M VWD includes variants with decreased VWF -dependent platelet adhesion that is not caused by the absence of high-molecular-weight VWF multimers (which may or may not have other aberrant structure). Instead, type 2M VWD mutations reduce the interaction of VWF with platelet GPIb or with connective tissue and do not substantially impair multimer assembly. Screening laboratory results in type 2M VWD and type 2A VWD are similar, and the distinction between them depends on multimer gel electrophoresis.

Mutations in type 2M VWD have been identified in domain A1, where they interfere with binding to platelet GPIb. One family has been reported in which a mutation in VWF domain A3 reduces VWF binding to collagen, thereby reducing platelet adhesion and possibly causing type 2M VWD.

**Type 2N VWD** Subtype 2N VWD was defined, with “N” representing “Normandy” where the first individuals were identified, with decreased FVIII due to VWF defects of FVIII binding.

It is caused by VWF mutations that impair binding to FVIII, lowering FVIII levels so that type 2N VWD masquerades as an autosomal recessive form of hemophilia A. In typical cases, the FVIII level is less than 10 percent, with a normal VWF: Ag and VWF: RCo. Discrimination from hemophilia A may require assays of FVIII-VWF binding. Certain DDAVP studies have demonstrated that the half-life of FVIII in these patients is significantly reduced (approximately 2-3h). Mutations resulting in 2N VWD are listed in the VWF mutation database (http://www.ragtimedesign.com/VWF /mutation/).

**Type 3 VWD:** Type 3 VWD is characterized by undetectable VWF protein and activity, and FVIII levels usually are very low (1-9 IU/dL). Patients with type 3 VWD manifests with severe mucocutaneous and musculoskeletal bleeding due to absence of VWF: Ag thus, referred as severe VWD. Nonsense and frameshift mutations commonly cause type 3 VWD, although large deletions, splice-site mutations, and missense mutations were also reported. Mutations are distributed throughout the VWF gene, and most are unique to the family in which
they were first identified. Gene conversion as causative mechanism in severe VWD has been reported by several authors.

Pseudo-VWD is a platelet defect (glycoprotein Ib receptor defect) that mimics type 2B VWD. The characteristic laboratory features are increased platelet-VWF binding leading to proteolytic degradation and depletion of HMW functional VWF multimers.

**Prevalence**

VWD encompasses a wide array of bleeding manifestations with prevalence estimated as high as 0.7-1.6% in general population in Western countries [33,34]. The method used to estimate prevalence is of major importance, i.e. using referral-based prevalence or population-based prevalence.

**Referral-based prevalence:** Referral-based prevalence is the number of patients seen at specialized centers divided by the total population served by those centers. Referral-based prevalence is dependent on several factors such as diagnostic facilities, subtyping VWD on the labatorial evaluation, severity of bleeding and the actual population of the bleeding patients presenting in those centers. Estimates of 3-4 per 100,000 populations have been made in UK and 7 in Switzerland. The true prevalence of VWD is probably higher than suggested by available estimates.

**Population-based prevalence:** The prevalence of VWD in general population is determined by employing standard criteria for bleeding symptoms, family history and laboratory values. In such surveys, patients with less severity of bleeding (like bruises or ecchymosis and menorrhagia which is generally considered as familial), asymptomatic and severe bleeders can be detected.

The distribution of VWD types is 60-80% type 1 VWD, 7-30% type 2 and 5-20% type 3 VWD. These values are very approximate since they depend strongly on the methods of assessment of patient distribution and the criteria for diagnosis, especially type 1. For instance, the Dutch and the French populations report a much lower prevalence of VWD type 1 due to more stringent inclusion criteria for VWD type 1 diagnosis. As the facility of multimer analysis for subtyping is not available at many centers for correct classification of VWD, many of the type 2 cases are classified as type 1. Estimates of prevalence of VWD type 3 include 0.55 for Italy, 1.38 for North America, 3.12 for Sweden and 3.2 for Israel per million population [35,36].

**Spectrum of VWD in India**

Very few laboratories in India work on diagnosis of VWD. Reports are available on incidence of VWD from tertiary care centers or hospitals [37–39]. As per the Western data the distribution of VWD types is 60-80% type 1, 7-30% type 2 and 5-20% of type 3 VWD. However, as opposed to Western data, there was a reverse trend in the prevalence of these different subtypes' reports from India. Based on hospital data it has been observed that type 3 is the predominant subtype (60%) followed by (19%) type 2 and (18%) type 1 VWD [4]. The reasons for the contrasting prevalence of VWD between our country and the Western countries may be that only the severe bleeders are being reported to the hospital, while the milder ones are totally undiagnosed. Another study from North India has recorded a prevalence of 73% type 2 VWD, 32.8% type 3 VWD and 29% type 1 VWD. This difference of percentage in different Institutes implies importance of multimer study in VWD patients, which otherwise is undiagnosed due to normal APTT, FVIII assay and RIPA.

**Acquired Von Willebrand Disease**

In contrast to congenital Von Willebrand Disease acquired Von Willebrand Disease is rare. There is no accurate estimate of the prevalence. However, 300 cases have been reported [40]. In 1968, Simone et al described first time AVWD in a boy of 7 yrs with SLE [41]. A high degree of suspicion of AVWD should lead to an appropriate investigation in a patient with an acquired bleeding disorder. A good clinical history is important in distinguishing between congenital or acquired VWD. Usually occurs in elderly patients. The patient usually present with mucocutaneous bleeding with no history of bleeding in the past or any family history of bleeding. The pathogenesis of this disorder remains less understood. It may be due to development of autoantibody directed against the VWF, leading to a rapid clearance from the circulation or interference with its function. Another non immunologic mechanism may be that due to adsorption of VWF by tumor cells, this factor may be lowered [42].

Usually this disorder is associated with myelo- or lymphoproliferative disorder or auto immune disease. Drug induced AVWD has been reported with Ciprofloxacin, valproic acid and griseofulvin [43]. The severity of bleeding varies considerably amongst the patients. Laboratory testing includes bleeding time, PT & APTT and specific tests for VWD like VWF antigen and restocetin co-factor, VWF multimer analysis.

The therapy for management of this disorder includes desmopressin and plasma derived factor VIII concentrate containing VWF. But most important is the treatment of associated disorders. Intravenous immunoglobulins also have been used for treating these cases.

**Diagnosis**

An accurate subtyping of VWD requires a series of laboratory investigations which include factor VIII (FVIII) coagulant activity (FVIII:C), ristocetin induced platelet aggregation (RIPA), von Willebrand factor (VWF) antigen (VWF:Ag) and VWF ristocetin cofactor activity (VWF:RCO), VWF multimer analysis, VWF: collagen binding assay (VWF:CBA), VWF : FVIII binding assay (VWF:VIIIIBA). Mutation analysis is required in some cases for an accurate subtyping of VWD. Bleeding assessment tool (BAT) serves as an important screening test and also helps in subtyping [44]. Often there is an overlap in the laboratory diagnosis of type 2B VWD and platelet type VWD, wherein there is an increased affinity of VWF to the platelets. The genetics of these two disorders is different; the former is due to genetic defects in VWF, while the latter is due to a defect in the platelet receptor GPIb/IX. The differential diagnosis is offered by mixing studies.

**Genetic diagnosis**

Mutation detection in VWF gene is quite challenging due to its large size, heterogeneous nature of mutations and the presence of a partial unprocessed pseudogene in chromosome 22. Pseudogene can further complicate molecular genetic studies of VWF gene, as amplification of the gene by PCR may simultaneously amplify the pseudogene that shares similarsequences known as PCR bias or amplification bias and can introduce artifacts to molecular experiments targeted at functional genes. Sequence differences between the highly polymorphic gene and pseudogene are generally exploited to design oligonucleotide primers for use in PCR to selectively amplify sequences corresponding to exons 23-34 of VWF gene.

There are few previous reports on multiple nucleotide substitutions in a limited region of the VWF gene comprising the 3’ part of intron 27
and the 5′ part of exon 28 in patients with VWD. The heterogeneous extent of these mutated regions and their homology to sequences of the VWF. Pseudogene suggests multiple recombinational events between the true gene and the VWFp [45]. This can result in different phenotypic expression depending on the length of the gene conversion or whether the conversion is homozygous, heterozygous or compound heterozygous.

The spectrum of VWF gene mutations that cause VWD is similar to that of many other human genetic diseases and includes large deletions, frame shifts from small insertions or deletions, splice-site mutations, nonsense mutations causing premature termination of translation, and missense mutations affecting single amino acid residues. A database of VWF mutations and polymorphisms has been compiled for the International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis (ISTH) and is maintained for online access at the University of Sheffield (http://www.shef.ac.uk/VWF/index.html). Mutations causing VWD have been identified throughout the VWF gene. In contrast to hemophilia A, in which a single major gene rearrangement causes a large fraction of severe disease, no such recurring mutation is common in VWD. There is a good correlation between the location of mutations in the VWF gene and the subtype of VWD. In selected families, this information can facilitate the search for VWF mutations by DNA sequencing. The routine genetic diagnosis can also be performed by indirect gene tracking technique using the polymorphic markers of VWF gene [46,47].

Management

Treatment depends on the VWD type or specific subtype (e.g., type 2A, 2B, 2M, or 2N) and on the basis of symptoms or clinical severity.

Different strategies to prevent or control bleeding in VWD patients are

1. To increase plasma concentration of VWF by releasing endogenous VWF stores through stimulation of endothelial cells with DDAVP.
2. To replace VWF by using human plasma-derived, viral-inactivated concentrates.
3. Use of agents that promote hemostasis and wound healing but do not substantially alter the plasma concentration of VWF.

Depending on the type and severity of VWD, the severity of the hemostatic challenge, and the nature of the actual or potential bleeding, patient may be given appropriate choice of one or all the agents to control bleeding. prophylaxis (Infusions of VWF to prevent bleeding episodes) in case of severe VWD patient are less frequently required in patients as compared to patients with severe hemophilia. The CDC Universal Data Collection Project Web site (http://www2a.cdc.gov/nchdddb/hcweb/) reports that 45 percent of patients who have severe hemophilia A use some type of prophylaxis, continuous or intermittent, compared with 10 percent of patients who have severe VWD. Risks and benefits of prophylaxis should be carefully weighed when considering long-term therapy for VWD.

Different types of FVIII/VWF concentrates are currently available in the market. The difference between these concentrates is the VWF enzyme and ratios of VWF: RCo to VWF: Ag and FVIII to VWF which can occur during the manufacturing and viral inactivation process [48,49]. Generally those concentrates which have VWF (VWF: RCo) and FVIII content having VWF/FVIII ratio equal or higher than 1 is the preferred choice. These have not been analyzed for their contents and for their clinical impact. Other treatment products include Desmopressin, anti-fibrinolytics and cryoprecipitate. Hormonal therapy along with anti-fibrinolytics is the main mode of treatment in women with VWD and menorrhagia. Type 3 VWD generally does not respond to desmopressin. Replacement therapy with factor concentrates having FVIII and VWF is the treatment option for type 3 and type 2B. Recombinant VWF factors are currently undergoing clinical trials.
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